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Abstract  
COVID-19 is an a living virus it’s also known as a species, it is very delicate than a waves, but it’s not as 
speed as a wave, it’s an a droplet of a waves.  
COVID-19 has been generated on its own from Astronomical planets, this virus has been spreading to 
human beings from the planets like “Rahu north node and mars”, and its leaving infection to other living 
animals and human beings, while we researched on these two planets (rahu north node and mars) its 
leaving its infection, allergy, health, digestion, war fights, illness, Kaal Sarp Dosh, depression, diabetes 
and etc; its pointing out and its creating apart from this in universe these are new types of infections due 
to these planets apart from mars due to rahu/north node but it’s not born as artificial. 
 
Keywords: Astrology and human science 

 

Introduction 

Subjects 
1. COVID-19 is not a natural virus as dengue and malaria its born on its own due to planets 

conjunction and rotation these are many others new types virus has been generated on its 
own, here are the experimental sectors.  

2. In this period of planet direction allergy, infections will be seen as many kind of disease, a 
disease which has been born from planet conjunction or rotation there will be very less 
chances to get rid of these kind of viruses, but the virus which born on its own will be 
spreading very fast and it will be killing human beings.  

3. When there is a composition between rahu north node and moon at that point of time 
human beings will that suffer more due to infection, Allergy, Perturbation, fear, terror and 
burning also at cause’s digestion problems.  

4. When there is a composition between mars and moon at this point of time there will be 
war, blood, pistol, psychological pressure and also chances of getting into fire accident 
and deaths may cause due to electricity efficiency.  

5. We may have to face ghosts’ Kaala sarpa dosh, accidents skin diseases and sputum 
accumulation when there is unite between Jupiter and rahu north node. 

  
“In this situation human beings will lose their strength to fight against the virus and the 

virus infections will start attack on human beings.” 
1. We can avoid the infection by wearing masks but it can only prevent us by 10% in 100%.  
2. If incase if there is any changes is the period of the planets rahu north node and mars if 

rahu north node and mars place changes in a rotation the virus infection level will 
automatically decreases and human beings with also be able fight against this virus. 

3. Once we start calm down with an action of these planets everything will be normal for 
which human beings should take action before something happens, else we can stop all 
these infection with chemical methods. 

4. For safer side we can also stop all these infections which causes through viruses with 
indictable drugs offered by government through medical authorities. 

5. Dust is also known as a virus but we cannot call an inanimate once as a virus.  
 

“COVID-19 Experiment Research and Instances” 
A self born virus can be cleaned in a computer very easily and also in a mobile phone. Why 
because they are self born viruses they are not from planets rays, but a virus which born from 
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the Panchabhats and from planets conjunction cannot be 
killed or cleaned that easily none of the disease destroyed 
permanently, only very few we might have heard.  

1. There were 30 passengers traveling in a bus in which one 

person was infected by ‘COVID-19’ from these it has 

been spreaded to 3 more people within the bus and other 

27 was not infected.  

2. Two and half year baby was infected by ‘COVID-19’ but 

it didn’t spreaded to mother father and others family 

members.  

3. A passenger was infected by ‘COVID-19’ but none other 

than that person in that flight was infected by him in the 

flight. There were 10 members is a family in which 01 

person was infected by ‘COVID-19’ but other 09 

members was not infected.  

 

“There are two types of species which (or0 without living 

virus” 

 Living (or) non living, a non living virus can spread 

infectious disease, in fact it’s not a non living virus in 

reality. Even a mosquito is known as species it can spread 

infections to many, it can happen when we sneeze. 

  

Biological Research  

Acidic, carbon dioxide, Nitrogen, Hydrogenated all these are 

considering as living particles water, air, sky, earth and fire all 

these are living species. Any types of virus can generated by 

Panchabhatas’, rahu north node is been occupied by fire and 

air where it can spread infection to human being easily and it 

will be very fast in spreading poisness air, any virus which 

infected a human is called as living species.  

Once it infects a person it will get more power to spread by 01 

person to another. When a mosquito sat on any abject its 

touch will be there on that object up to 5 to 30 minutes it may 

also be there permanently on that object. Same way a small 

insect will take a role play when it leaves its touch on an 

object one a man touches it, it occupies human beings body 

and it start leaves some kind of skin disease, allergy, and 

rashes on human body until it gets vanish and it will destroy 

automatically. When we believe sea shell is a leaving species 

insects are not a non living things. It is a species as per 

biological science.  

When a person with low immunity power he will be easily 

attracted to all kind of infections, allergies and other new 

types of disease, like wise if there is a cut meat there is a 

belief that evil spirit if there is a cut meat the evil spirits will 

be present in it, in general a non vegetarian will be infected 

more by these kinds of viruses, though they are neat and 

clean. 

Usually in cut meat virus will start living in it. ‘COVID-19’ is 

been generated by ‘rahu north node planet’ it started from 

china countries wet meat market and it has been melted in air 

and its infecting people around world in form of air.  

Fluid content and atomic elements that means the most 

sweating parts in human body is hands and nose where it 

leaves more sweat the man starts touch molecules and those 

will start touch others, but COVID-19 is not occupies a man 

by a touch.  

In generally a virus can spread in air. When we sneeze it starts 

leaves droplets in the air and it starts occupy one to one 

another. In general a virus can spread in air especially when 

we sneeze it starts leaves its droplets in air and it will easily 

occupy the human beaing one person to other. COVID-19 is 

also ‘PANCHABHATAS’ molecule and it start affect man 

and other living animals by its touch and it infects, like wise 

COVID-19 is an ‘PANCHABATAS’ molecule and its leaving 

its impression throughout world. Its life span time will be one 

year after one year there will be changes in astronomical 

planets place change and COVID-19 will slowly controlled 

and after that it will be part of other diseases.  

A new disease will infect at least a year and then it will get 

controlled by medicines.  

New viruses can get in controlled within 1 and half year from 

its born time.  

 

Corona Virus Diseases – 19, 20 – Review and Revised 

2020: 

Project Revises 01: COVID-19 is not a more spread 

contagious disease. In reality COVID-19 is self made disease 

and it is a common disease and normal virus. Whenever there 

is reduction of white blood cells in such a person or who have 

delicate health, also those who fall frequently ill it means 

whenever there is a decrease in the energy of person due to 

B.P, Sugar, Typhoid and allergies when will lose positive 

energy, and due to improper blood circulation, when the food 

is not digested then at that time depending upon atmospheric 

some kind of viruses emerge. But COVID-19 is not new 

Viruses or diseases. And there is no specialty in this. But 

2019 and 2020 due to the atmospheric seasonal change 

climatic variations Covid as spread and taken birth.but it is 

only temporarily. It is like suns eclipse.  

 

Project Revises 02: COVID-19 according to the planets 

attacks on human beings. Usually if in some bodies’ 

horoscope Ketu Dasa, Rahu Dasa or Ketu Bhukti, Rahu 

Bhukti or conjuction of Rahu, Ketu with Mars will get the 

naturally infections and allergies. Let it be any type of 

infections or viruses for some such time that fellow will be 

kept in hospital. In such situation COVID-19 is one of them. 

 

Rahu – North lunar  

Ketu – South Lunar  

 

Conclusive In Accordingly Planetary 

Any disease is not happening due to some planet but 

combination of many planets and this happens due to zodiac 

change. Due to moons opposite affect this disease as spread. 

Because moon has control over sea and sea related products. 

For the disease from viruses Rahu Ketu planets are also to be 

considered and effect of Saturn and Mars on Mercury such 

situations are created. Sun is the lord for health and when sun 

is week there will be increase such type diseases. At present 

Sun has moved in Saturn’s Zodiac Path orbit. This will 

continue in February and middle of March in Kumba Rashi. 

Like this Sun has become week because he has moved in the 

orbit of Saturn zodiac path. Because of the arrival of COVID-

19 irrational situation symptoms of pneumonia or seen. Planet 

Mercury is the cause for all this. It is the Jupiter planet which 

is promoting and growing. Jupiter planet is also responsible 

for the spreading of COVID-19 diseases. This diseases are 

calculated from Gemini Rashi and from Cancer Zodiac 

problems related to lungs and related to water. Cancer and 

Gemini Rashi are suffering from themselves paining.  

At present Rahu is crossing Gemini rashi and also Mars and 

Jupiter planets along with Ketu in Dhanu Rashi seen 

completely Gemini and Cancer. In such situation Gemini and 

Cnacer both are affected. Sugar patients and depression 

patients COVID-19 attacks fast and effects. For sugar patients 

mainly Jupiter and for depression patients mainly Moon are 
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responsible. These two planets decrease the immunity power 

of a man.  
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